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Abstract 
Assign positive integer weights to the edges of a hypergraph in such a way that summing up 
the weights of the edges through a point yields distinct integers for different points. In this note 
we give a lower bound for the maximal edgeweight in case the hypergraph is uniform and 
regular, i.e. it is a l-design. If the hypergraph is the dual of a 2-(0, k, I) design then this bound 
specializes to &(b2 - 1)]/[3u(r -a)]. In particular for a projective plane this number is at least 
4&l& 
The following problem was proposed by Chartrand et al. [l]. Assign positive 
integer weights to the edges of a graph so that the weight sums at each vertex become 
distinct; what is the minimum of the largest weight over all such ‘irregular’ assign- 
ments? 
A hypergraph A? is an ordered pair (V, E) where V is a finite set, the set of vertices, 
and E is a collection of subsets of V called edges. The problem of studying the 
irregularity strength was extended for hypergraphs in [2], where the dual notion was 
also introduced. For a hypergraph X the irregularity strength is denoted by s(X). 
The (dual) problem for finite projective planes was studied in [S]. Here we formulate 
this (dual) problem. Denote the weight of a point P by w(P) and define the weight of 
a line L as w(L) =C{w(P): PEL). The weighting is called irregular if the line weights 
are distinct. The minimum of the largest weight over all such irregular weightings is 
said to be the (dual) irregularity strength of the plane and is denoted by s*(q). The main 
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results of [S] are the following. For every projective plane of order q>2 there is an 
irregular weighting whose largest point weight is less than q2. This gives the upper 
bound s* d q2, for q > 2. We remark that the irregularity strength of the Fano plane 
PG(2,2) is 5, see [S, p. 1611. For cyclic planes of square order this upper bound was 
improved to q&+0(q). On the other hand the order of magnitude of the lower 
bound given in [S] was still cq. 
The aim of this note is to show that s* 2 cqh for the constant c = l/G. This 
essential improvement together with the above mentioned upper bounds show that, at 
least for cyclic planes of square order, q&j is the right order of magnitude of s*. 
The first proof we give in fact yields a bound for general 2-designs, (cf. [3] for 
notation and terminology). Let 9 be a 2-(14 k, A) design. Recall that 21 equals the 
number of points, b denotes the number of blocks, and k is the number of points in 
each block and dually the number of blocks through a given point is denoted by Y, and 
finally every pair of points is contained in I. blocks. The parameters U, k, I, b and r are 
related by bk = vr and (v - l)A = r(k - 1). 
We are grateful to Haemers for a suggestion that allows us to present an alternative 
proof of a more general result in terms of the eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix ATA 
of a regular uniform hypergraph, that is a hypergraph in which all edges contain the 
same number of vertices, and each vertex is in the same number of edges (so this is the 
same thing as a l-design). 
Theorem 1. For every 2-(v, k, A) design 9, 
Proof. List the points of the design P,, . . . , P, and denote the weight of Pi by wti 
Calculate the weights of the blocks according to w(B)=C{w(P): PEB} and then list 
the blocks B r, . . ..I& in such a way that w(B,)<w(B,)<~~~<w(B~). Let us denote 
w(Bi) by Ii. 
The main idea is to express Ci+j(li-lj)’ in terms of the point weights. We have 
( > Ii wj 2=j$l w?+~jwiwj. j=l 
Denote the first and the second term on the right-hand side by ,Q and r~ respectively, 
i.e. let 
@= i w;; ~= C WiWj. 
j=l i#j 
Now 
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since every point lies on Y blocks every term wj” occurs Y times; similarly a term WiWj 
occurs precisely 21 times since the points Pi, Pi determine exactly 1 blocks Now we 
are ready to compute Ci+j(li-lj)‘. 
i#j i#j i=l i#j 
=2~~ 1?-2 ~l:+Clil, =2b(r@+ia)-2 f: lj 2 
i=l ( i=l i#j 1 ( > j=l 
@+a =2b(rp+h)-2r2(e+o)=2(r-A)b Q-- 
( > v . 
(1) 
Equality in the last line is a consequence of the relations bk= vr and 
(v- l)A=r(k--1). We can bound Ci+j(li-Ij)‘, from below using Iii-ljl>li-jl, thus 
obtaining 
C(li-[j)2>C(i-j)2=2 f: i,(b-i)=b2(h-~(b+1’. 
i#j i#j i=l 
so 
b2(b - 1) (b + 1) 
6 ’ 
Denote the average weight by W, i.e, let xi WI/U = W. As 
” 
c (wi__w)Lp_e2, 
i=l 
V 
(3) implies that 
1) 
c (Wi-ti)2 2 b(b-l)(b+l) 
i=l 
12(r-A) . 
(4 
(3) 
(4) 
Now consider an optimal weighting that gives s* for the irregularity strength. We 
have a lower bound for 
jl (Wi-iG)2= i Wf-VW2, 
i=l 
so now we try to bound this from above. We have to bound only the first sum of the 
right-hand side. Obviously, 
so we get 
vs*l_vDw2>bW)@+1) 
’ 12(r-1) ’ 
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This gives 
Gqs*-q> 
b(b-l)(b+l) 
12v(r-I) ’ 
and the inequality between the arithmetic and geometric means yields 
which completes the proof of Theorem 1. 0 
Theorem 1 is in fact a consequence of the following more general result concerning 
the irregularity strength of regular, uniform hypergraphs. Recall that a hypergraph is 
called regular if every point is in the same number, d say, of edges, and uniform if every 
edge contains the same number (say r) of points. If A is the point-edge incidence 
matrix of the hypergraph and J denotes the all-one matrix of the appropriate size, we 
have JA=rJ, and AJ=dJ. 
Theorem 2. Let 2 = (V(Z), E(S)) be a regular hypergraph with u x e incidence matrix 
A, where v denotes the number of vertices, and e the number of edges of X. Then 
s(Y)> J u(u’- 1) T’ 
where A2 denotes the second largest eigenvalue of ATA. 
Proof. Let w = (w&E(H) denote the column vector whose entries are the weights of the 
edges of 2, and denote by x =(x& VCXj the vector containing the weights of the 
points. We then have 
Aw=x; C xp=.iTx; C ~;=~~x. 
Also we have, exactly as in (1) and (2) 
( > 
2 
cc+ CXP 
=; c (x,-x,$>&?(u~-1)~ /I. 
FV FV Pf9 
Using (5) we may rewrite this as 
wTAT(uI -J) Aw 2 B (6) 
Now AT(uZ - J)A is a real symmetric matrix, so it has a basis of mutually orthogonal 
eigenvectors, one of which is j, the all-one vector. Note however that the eigenvalue 
corresponding to j of this matrix is 0. Since the maximal eigenvalue of ATA, rd, 
corresponds to the all-one vector we see that the maximal eigenvalue of AT(ol- J)A 
equals v;12 if A2 is the second largest eigenvalue of ATA. Let G denote the average 
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weight of an edge, then using the fact that j is an eigenvector corresponding to the 
eigenvalue 0 we may modify (6) into 
(w~--~~~)A~(~Z--J)A(W-~~) >/I?, 
and using the fact that the largest eigenvalue of the matrix AT(~I--J)A equals II& 
we get 
vlZ(wT - Wj’) (w - Wj) > B. 
From this we obtain the bound 
exactly as in the last part of the proof of Theorem 1. This bound specializes to the 
bound in Theorem 1 in case ~‘8 is a dual 2-design, and this is in a sense the extremal 
case, for in that case I, reaches its minimal value (the matrix ATA only has the 
eigenvalues Y’ and A2 in this case). 0 
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